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ABSTRACT
Spoken language understanding (SLU) is an essential component in conversational systems. Most SLU component treats
each utterance independently, and then the following components aggregate the multi-turn information in the separate
phases. In order to avoid error propagation and effectively
utilize contexts, prior work leveraged history for contextual
SLU. However, the previous model only paid attention to the
content in history utterances without considering their temporal information and speaker roles. In the dialogues, the most
recent utterances should be more important than the least recent ones. Furthermore, users usually pay attention to 1)
self history for reasoning and 2) others utterances for listening, the speaker of the utterances may provides informative
cues to help understanding. Therefore, this paper proposes
an attention-based network that additionally leverages temporal information and speaker role for better SLU, where the
attention to contexts and speaker roles can be automatically
learned in an end-to-end manner. The experiments on the
benchmark Dialogue State Tracking Challenge 4 (DSTC4)
dataset show that the time-aware dynamic role attention networks significantly improve the understanding performance1 .
Index Terms— dialogue, language understanding, SLU,
temporal, role, attention, deep learning.
1. INTRODUCTION
Spoken dialogue systems that can help users to solve complex tasks such as booking a movie ticket have become an
emerging research topic in artificial intelligence and natural
language processing area. With a well-designed dialogue system as an intelligent personal assistant, people can accomplish certain tasks more easily via natural language interactions. Today, there are several virtual intelligent assistants,
such as Apple’s Siri, Google’s Home, Microsoft’s Cortana,
and Amazon’s Echo. Recent advance of deep learning has
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inspired many applications of neural models to dialogue systems. Prior work introduced network-based end-to-end trainable task-oriented dialogue systems [1, 2, 3, 4].
A key component of the understanding system is a spoken language understanding (SLU) module—it parses user
utterances into semantic frames that capture the core meaning, where three main tasks of SLU are domain classification,
intent determination, and slot filling [5]. A typical pipeline
of SLU is to first decide the domain given the input utterance, and based on the domain, to predict the intent and to fill
associated slots corresponding to a domain-specific semantic
template. With the power of deep learning, there are emerging better approaches of SLU [6, 7, 8, 9]. However, the above
work focused on single-turn interactions, where each utterance is treated independently.
The contextual information has been shown useful for
SLU [10, 11, 12, 13]. For example, Figure 1 shows conversational utterances, where the intent of the highlighted
tourist utterance is to ask about location information, but it
is difficult to understand without contexts. Hence, it is more
likely to estimate the location-related intent given the contextual utterances about location recommendation. Contextual
information has been incorporated into the recurrent neural
network (RNN) for improved domain classification, intent
prediction, and slot filling [11, 14, 15, 16].
Most of previous dialogue systems did not take speaker
role into consideration. However, different speaker roles can
cause notable variance in speaking habits and later affect the
system performance differently. From Figure 1, the benchmark dialogue dataset, Dialogue State Tracking Challenge 4
(DSTC4) [17]2 , contains two specific roles, a tourist and a
guide. Under the scenario of dialogue systems and the communication patterns, we take the tourist as a user and the guide
as the dialogue agent (system). During conversations, the user
may focus on not only reasoning (user history) but also listening (agent history), so different speaker roles could provide
various cues for better understanding [18].
In addition, neural models incorporating attention mech2 http://www.colips.org/workshop/dstc4/

Guide: and you were saying that you wanted to come to singapore
Guide: uh maybe can i have a little bit more details like uh when will you be coming
Guide: and like who will you be coming with
Tourist: uh yes
Tourist: um i'm actually planning to visit
Tourist: uh on august

FOL_CONFIRM; FOL_INFO

QST_INFO; QST_WHEN
QST_WHO
FOL_CONFIRM
RES_WHEN
RES_WHEN

Fig. 1. The human-human conversational utterances and their associated semantic labels from DSTC4.
anisms have had great successes in machine translation [19],
image captioning [20], and various tasks. Attentional models have been successful because they separate two different
concerns: 1) deciding which input contexts are most relevant
to the output and 2) actually predicting an output given the
most relevant inputs. For example, the highlighted current
utterance from the tourist, “uh on august”, in the conversation of Figure 1 is to respond the question about when, and
the content-aware contexts that can help current understanding are the first two utterances from the guide “and you were
saying that you wanted to come to singapore” and “un maybe
can i have a little bit more details like uh when will you be
coming”. Although content-aware contexts may help understanding, the most recent contexts may be more important
than others. In the same example, the second utterance is
more related to the when question, so the temporal information can provide additional cues for the attention design.
This paper focuses on investigating various attention
mechanism in neural models with contextual information and
speaker role modeling for language understanding. In order
to comprehend what tourist is talking about and imitate how
guide react to these meanings, this work proposes a rolebased contextual model by modeling role-specific contexts
differently for improving the system performance and further
design associated time-aware and content-aware attention
mechanisms.
2. PROPOSED APPROACH
The model architecture is illustrated in Figure 2. First, the
previous utterances are fed into the contextual model to
encode into the history summary, and then the summary
vector and the current utterance are integrated for helping
understanding. The contextual model leverages the attention
mechanisms illustrated in the red block, which implements
different attention types and attention levels. The whole
model is trained in an end-to-end fashion, where the history
summary vector and the attention weights are automatically
learned based on the downstream SLU task. The objective
of the proposed model is to optimize the conditional probability p(ŷ | x), so that the difference between the predicted
distribution and the target distribution, q(yk = z | x), can be

minimized:
L=−

K X
N
X

q(yk = z | x) log p(yˆk = z | x),

(1)

k=1 z=1

where the labels y are the labeled intent tags for understanding.
2.1. Contextual Language Understanding
Given the current utterance x = {wt }T1 , the goal is to predict the user intents of x, which includes the speech acts and
associated attributes shown in Figure 1. We apply a bidirectional long short-term memory (BLSTM) model [21] to integrate preceding and following words to learn the probability
distribution of the user intents.
vcur

= BLSTM(x, Whis · vhis ),

(2)

o

= sigmoid(WSLU · vcur ),

(3)

where Whis is a dense matrix and vhis is the history summary
vector, vcur is the context-aware vector of the current utterance
encoded by the BLSTM, and o is the intent distribution. Note
that this is a multi-label and multi-class classification, so the
sigmoid function is employed for modeling the distribution
after a dense layer. The user intent labels y are decided based
on whether the value is higher than a threshold θ tuned by the
development set.
2.2. Speaker Role Contextual Module
In order to leverage the contextual information, we utilize the
prior contexts from two roles to learn history summary representations, vhis in (2). The illustration is shown in the leftright part of Figure 1.
In a dialogue, there are at least two roles communicating with each other, each individual has his/her own goal
and speaking habit. For example, the tourists have their own
desired touring goals and the guides’ goal is try to provide
the sufficient touring information for suggestions and assistance. Prior work usually ignored the speaker role information or only modeled a single speaker’s history for various
tasks [16, 22]. The performance may be degraded due to the
possibly unstable and noisy input feature space.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the proposed attentional contextual model.
To address this issue, this work proposes the role-based
contextual model: instead of using only a single BLSTM
model for the history, we utilize one individual contextual
module for each speaker role. Each role-dependent recurrent
unit BLSTMrolei receives corresponding inputs, xt,rolei , which
includes multiple utterances ui (i = [1, ..., t − 1]) preceding
to the current utterance ut from the specific role, rolei , and
have been processed by an encoder model.
vhis

= vhis,rolea + vhis,roleb

(4)

= BLSTMrolea (xt,rolea ) + BLSTMroleb (xt,roleb ),
where xt,rolei is vector after one-hot encoding that represents
the annotated intent and the attribute features. Note that this
model requires the ground truth annotations for history utterances for training and testing. Therefore, each role-based
contextual module focuses on modeling role-dependent goals
and speaking style, and vcur from (2) would contain role-based
contextual information.
2.3. Neural Attention Mechanism
One of the earliest work with a memory component applied to
language processing is memory networks [15, 23], which encode mentioned facts into vectors and store them in the memory for question answering (QA). The idea is to encode important knowledge and store it into memory for future usage with
attention mechanisms. Attention mechanisms allow neural
network models to selectively pay attention to specific parts.
There are also various tasks showing the effectiveness of attention mechanisms [24, 16]. This paper focuses on two attention types: content-aware (αC ) and time-aware (αT ), and two
attention levels: sentence (αui ) and role (αri ) illustrated in

Figure 2. The following sections first describe content-aware
and time-aware attention mechanism using the sentence-level
structure, and the role-level attention is explained afterwards.
2.3.1. Content-Aware Attention
Given the utterance contexts, the model can learn the attention to decide where to focus more for better understanding
the current utterance [15, 16]. In the content-aware attention,
it is intuitive to use the semantic similarity between the current utterance representations and the history context vector
as the attention weight, which is used as a measurement of
how much the model should focus on a specific preceding utterance:
αuCi = softmax(MS (vcur + xi )),
(5)
where αuCi is the content-aware attention vector highlighted
as blue texts in Figure 2, the softmax function is used to
normalize the attention values of history utterances, and MS
is an MLP for learning the attention weight given the current
representation vcur and the xi is the vector of ui in the history.
Then when computing the history summary vector, the
BLSTM encoder additionally considers the corresponding attention weight for each history utterance in order to emphasize the content-related contexts. (4) can be rewritten into
vhis

=

C
BLSTMrolea (xt,rolea , αrole
)
a

+

C
BLSTMroleb (xt,roleb , αrole
),
b

(6)

2.3.2. Time-Aware Attention
Intuitively, most recent utterances contain more relevant information; therefore we introduce time-aware attention mech-

anism which computes attention weights by the time of utterance occurrence explicitly. We first define the time difference
between the current utterance and the preceding sentence as
d(ui ) for each preceding utterance ui , and then simply use its
reciprocal as the attention value, αuTi :
αuTi =

1
.
d(ui )

(7)

Here the importance of a earlier history sentence would be
considerably compressed. For the sentence-level attention,
before feeding into the contextual module, each history vector
is weighted by its reciprocal of distance.
vhis

C
T
= BLSTMrolea (xt,rolea , αrole
· αrole
)
a
a

+

C
BLSTMroleb (xt,roleb , αrole
b

·

(8)

T
αrole
),
b

2.3.3. Dynamic Speaker Role Attention
Switching to role-level attention, a dialogue is disassembled
from a different perspective about which speaker’s information is more important. From (4), we have the role-dependent
history summary representations, vhis,rolei . The role-level attention is to decide how much to address on different speaker
roles’ contexts in order to better understand the current utterance.
αri = softmax(MR (vcur + vhis,rolei )),
(9)
where αri is the attention weight of the role i, and MR is
the MLP for learning the role-level content-aware attention
weights, while MS in (5) is at the sentence level.
In terms of time-aware attention, experimental results
show that the importance of a speaker given the contexts
can be approximated to the minimum distance among the
speaker’s utterances3 .
αrTi = min

1
,
d(uj )

(10)

where uj includes all contextual utterances from the speaker
ri .
With content-aware or time-aware attention at the role
level, the sentence-level history result from (6) can be rewritten into
C/T

C/T

vhis = αrolea · vhis,rolea + αroleb · vhis,roleb ,

(11)

for combining role-dependent history vectors with their attention weights.
2.4. End-to-End Training
The objective is to optimize SLU performance, predicting
multiple speech acts and attributes described in 2.1. In the
proposed model, all encoders, prediction models, and attention weights (except time-aware attention) can be automatically learned in an end-to-end manner.
3 Different

settings (min, avg, ) were attempted.

3. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed model, we
conduct the language understanding experiments on humanhuman conversational data.
3.1. Setup
The experiments are conducted on DSTC4, which consists
of 35 dialogue sessions on touristic information for Singapore collected from Skype calls between 3 tour guides and
35 tourists [17]. All recorded dialogues with the total length
of 21 hours have been manually transcribed and annotated
with speech acts and semantic labels at each turn level. The
speaker information (guide and tourist) is also provided.
Unlike previous DSTC series collected human-computer dialogues, human-human dialogues contain rich and complex
human behaviors and bring much difficulty to all the tasks.
Given the fact that different speaker roles behave differently
and longer contexts, DSTC4 is a suitable benchmark dataset
for evaluation.
We choose the mini-batch adam as the optimizer with the
batch size of 256 examples. The size of each hidden recurrent layer is 128. We use pre-trained 200-dimensional word
embeddings GloV e [25]. We only apply 30 training epochs
without any early stop approach. We focus on predicting multiple labels including intents and attributes, so the evaluation
metric is average F1 score for balancing recall and precision
in each utterance. The experiments are shown in Table 1,
where we report the average results over five runs.
3.2. Baseline Results
The baselines (rows (a) and (b)) are two of the best participants of DSTC4 in IWSDS 2016 [17] (best results for
tourist and guide understanding respectively). It is obvious
that tourist intents are much more difficult than guide intents
(most systems achieved higher than 60% of F1 for guide
intents but lower than 50% for tourist intents), because the
guides usually follow similar interaction patterns. In our experiments, we focus more on the tourist part, because SLU
in a dialogue system is to understand the users, who ask for
assistance.
The baseline (c) only takes the current utterance into account without any history information, and then applies a
simple BLSTM for SLU. The baselines (d) and (e) leverage
the semantic labels of contexts for learning history summary vectors, achieving the improvement compared to the
results without contexts. The baseline (e) that uses history
information and conducts our role-based contextual model to
capture role-specific information separately slightly improves
the SLU performance for both tourist and guide, achieving
69.1% and 74.4% for tourist and guide understanding respectively.

Model
Baseline

Content-Aware Attention

Time-Aware Attention

Content-Aware + Time-Aware Attention

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)
(n)

Attention Level
DSTC4-Best 1
DSTC4-Best 2
w/o context
w/ context w/o speaker role
w/ context w/ speaker role
Sentence
Role
Both
Sentence
Role
Both
Sentence
Role
Both

Tourist
52.1
51.1
63.2
68.3
69.1
68.5
68.6
67.9
70.5†
70.0†
70.4†
69.7†
70.1†
69.5†

Table 1. Spoken language understanding performance reported on F-measure in DSTC4 (%).
improvement compared to all baseline methods.
3.3. Content-Aware Attention
For the content-aware attention, our model learns the importance of each utterance on both sentence-level and role-level
in an end-to-end fashion. The table shows that the learned
attention for both sentence-level and role-level does not yield
improvement compared to the baseline (e). The probable
reason is that the content-aware importance can be handled
by the BLSTM when producing the history summary, and
the learned attention does not provide additional cues for
improvement.
3.4. Time-Aware Attention
With the time-aware attention, using the reciprocal of distance as attention value significantly improves the performance to about 70% (tourist) and about 77% (guide) using
either sentence-level or role-level attention. The reason that
the performance among different levels of time-aware mechanisms are close may be that the closest utterance is capable
of capturing the importance of the history. Using the reciprocal of minimum distance among tourist/guide history as their
attention weights in the role-level attention can effectively
pay the correct attention to the salient information, achieving
promising performance.
However, the table shows that the sentence-level attention
is slightly better than role-level attention for both tourist and
guide parts when considering time-aware attention. The reason may be that the intents are very diverse and hence require
the more precise focus on the content-related history in order
to achieve correct understanding results. Also, the results using both sentence-level and role-level attention do not differ a
lot from the results using only sentence-level attention.
In addition to the current setting for time-aware attention,
other trends about temporal decade can be further investi-

Guide
61.2
67.4
69.2
74.4
74.4
73.6
74.0
73.5
77.7†
76.8†
77.3†
76.7†
77.1†
76.2†
†

All
57.8
61.4
66.6
71.6
72.1
71.6
71.8
71.5
74.6†
74.2†
74.5†
74.0†
74.1†
73.5†

indicates the significant

gated. We leave this part as the future work.
3.5. Content-Aware and Time-Aware Attention
The proposed model includes two attention types, contentaware and time-aware, and we integrate both types into a single model to analyze whether their advantages can be combined. The rows (l)-(n) are the results using both contentaware and time-aware attention weights, but the performance
is similar to the time-aware results and the difference is not
significant. For the results using only role-level attention,
combining content-aware and time-aware attention weights
obtains the improvement (row (j) v.s row (m)).
3.6. Comparison between Sentence-Level and Role-Level
Among the experiments using either content-aware attention
or time-aware attention or both, we introduce both sentencelevel and role-level mechanisms for analysis. From Table 1,
rows (i) and (l) show that the sentence-level attention can benefit the results even though we do not leverage the contentaware attention. On the other hand, rows (j) and (m) show
that the role-level attention requires content-related information in order to achieve better performance. The reason is
probably that the role-level attention is not precise enough to
capture the salience of utterances. Therefore, combining with
content-aware cues can effectively focus on the correct part.
3.7. Dynamic Speaker Role Attention Analysis
To further analyze the dynamic role-level attention, we compute the mean of the learned attention weights. The results
are shown in Table 2.
For tourist understanding, the tourist and the guide attention weights are 0.48 and 0.52 respectively. We can there-

Task
Tourist Understanding
Guide Understanding

Role-Level Attention Weight
Tourist Context Guide Context
0.48
0.52
0.30
0.70

Table 2. The average role-level attention weight learned from
the proposed model using the role-level attention mechanism.

aware attention with role-level attention (row (m)), reaching
higher than 70% and 77% on F-measure for tourist understanding and guide understanding respectively. Therefore,
the proposed attention mechanisms are demonstrated to be
effective for improving SLU in such complex human-human
conversations.
4. CONCLUSION

fore conclude that both tourist and guide history are likewise
important in order to understand the tourist utterances. The
observation matches our analysis about tourist understanding
in 3.6 — since tourist intents are highly diverse, SLU needs
to extract as much information as possible from both speaker
roles to help understanding. In addition, it is reasonable that
tourist understanding focuses on guide history a little bit more
than tourist history under a dialogue scenario.
For guide understanding, the tourist and the guide attention weights are 0.30 and 0.70 respectively. The remarkable
difference of role-level attention can be explained by the data
characteristics of DSTC4. In the tourist and guide dialogues,
it is obvious that the guides usually follow the same interactive patterns, such as suggesting a famous location first and
then explaining it. In other words, the tourist contexts do not
matter a lot when understanding guide utterances, because
the guide only needs to follow a pattern to interact with the
tourist. This also explains why guide understanding always
achieves higher performance compared to the tourist part in
our experiments.
To further verify whether the learned attention focuses on
the right part, we conduct a similar experiment as the row (d)
in Table 1. Instead of using preceding utterances from both
speakers as history information, when understanding tourist
utterances, we use only tourist history; likewise, guide understanding only takes guide history into account. The performance of tourist understanding drops from 68.3% to 65.9%,
while the performance of guide understanding remains almost
the same (from 74.4% to 73.8%). The trend proves that the
content-aware attention mechanism is capable of focusing on
the correct part for better understanding. In the future, we
would like to investigate whether the proposed model can
generalize to the scenarios with more than two speaker roles.
3.8. Overall Results
From the above experimental results, the proposed timeaware attention model significantly improves the performance, and sentence-level and role-level attention has different capacities of improving understanding performance,
where sentence-level attention is useful even though we do
not consider content-aware information, and role-level attention is more effective when combining both content-aware
and time-aware attention.
In sum, the best results are time-aware attention with
sentence-level attention (row (i)) and content-aware and time-

This paper proposes an end-to-end attentional role-based
contextual model that automatically learns speaker-specific
contextual encoding and investigates various content-aware
and time-aware attention mechanisms on it. Experiments on
a benchmark multi-domain human-human dialogue dataset
show that the time-aware and role-level attention mechanisms
provide additional cues to guide the model to focus on the
salient contexts, and achieve better performance on spoken
language understanding for both speaker roles. Moreover, the
proposed time-aware and role-level attention mechanisms are
easily extendable to multi-party conversations, and we leave
the extension of other variants for the future work.
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